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Abstract 13 

Large diaphyseal fractures is one of most challenging fractures to treat. More research is needed 14 

to reliably promote diaphyseal bone healing. Many research projects currently aim to understand and 15 

guide the long bone repair and consolidation. These projects typically involve in vivo or in vitro models. 16 

Moreover, new osteoconductive and osteoinductive biomaterials are developed to promote bone 17 

formation. In addition, a lot of evidence has shown the importance of stimulating cell mechanically 18 

during bone repair. However, the mechanical environment proposed to cells within a porous 19 

biomaterial is difficult to evaluate. More importantly, after a bone fracture, there is no precise 20 

management of mechanical stimulation during a patient’s rehabilitation that involves an adapted 21 

therapy program guided by modern measuring tools. Instead, we believe that theoretical and 22 

numerical mechanobiological models of bone repair could become practical tools to narrow down key 23 

parameters before moving to in vivo experiments. It then seems logical that modeling can be useful to 24 

optimize mechanical stimulation during a patient’s rehabilitation. In this study, we modeled the 25 

fracture healing of a large bone defect in tibial diaphysis. To fill the fracture gap, we considered the 26 

implantation of a porous osteoconductive biomaterial made of poly-lactic acid wrapped by a hydrogel 27 

membrane mimicking osteogenic properties of the periosteum. We identified the optimal loading case 28 

that best promotes the formation and differentiation into bone tissue within the diaphyseal bone 29 

defect. Our results support the idea that a patient’s rehabilitation program should be adapted to 30 

reproduce optimal mechanical stimulations.  31 

 32 

 33 
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1. Introduction 34 

In many instances natural bone healing and consolidation leads to the complete reconstruction 35 

of the injured tissue. The periosteum, a highly vascularized bone envelop, is a major contributor to the 36 

healing process. The periosteum acts as a clear boundary between the area where bone tissue must 37 

regrow and surrounding tissues. In addition, the periosteum favors the supply of mesenchymal cells 38 

that can differentiate into osteoblasts and synthesize bone matrix. Unfortunately, in the case of large 39 

bone lesions of either pathological (tumorous or infectious) or traumatic origin, the periosteum may 40 

be completely damaged. As a result, the risk of inadequate bone reconstruction remains significant 41 

and unpredictable. Such lesions may result in a pseudo arthrosis preventing any future consolidation 42 

[Rolland1995].  43 

Moreover, the success of bone consolidation may depend on location. Epiphyseal and 44 

metaphyseal fractures consolidate more rapidly than diaphyseal ones. The great majority of diaphyseal 45 

fractures are secondary to trauma, which can be associated to cutaneous and vascular lesions. The 46 

most frequent diaphyseal lesion in healthy humans is the fracture of the tibia. The loss of diaphyseal 47 

osseous tissue is a difficult problem in traumatology due to soft tissues lesions that in turn lead to a 48 

significantly higher risks of infection [Masquelet2012].  49 

Bone fracture healing is influenced by many factors and mechanics is an important one 50 

[Victoria2010]. Proper consolidation cannot occur without immobilization. However, strict 51 

immobilization is neither essential nor optimal. Instead, limited mobility enables mechanical strain and 52 

fluid flow induced shear stresses, both of which contributes to the proper development of a bone 53 

callus. However, excessive mobility leads to high fluid induced shear stresses that are in turn 54 

detrimental to consolidation [Palomares2010].  55 

To stabilize the fracture gap, the surgeon uses osteosynthesis plates and external fixators. 56 

External fixators have the advantage of not interfering with the site of injury while shielding the 57 

fracture gap from excessive external mechanical forces.  Nonetheless external fixators increase the risk 58 

of delayed consolidation. Serious infection can occur on pin paths and may lead to death a few years 59 

later. Therefore, amputations by primary intention or in case of functional failure remains a surgical 60 

solution [Masquelet2012]. Fracture healing failures highlight a poor understanding of the whole 61 

process and in particular the role of the periosteum.  Indeed, on this last point, we have previously 62 

demonstrated in animal models that a well-preserved and well-vascularized periosteum can induce 63 

the complete regeneration of a large bone gap after 3 weeks [Casanova2010]. 64 

Although, it is necessary to limit the relative mobility between the proximal and distal tibial 65 

fragments, associated joint stiffening and muscular atrophies must also be avoided. Support must be 66 
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progressive from complete discharge to full weight loading. In the case of diaphyseal leg fractures, 67 

external fixators have the advantage of allowing patient to walk sooner. The present study analyzed 68 

the potential of scalable external fixators that could allow limited and controlled interfragmentary 69 

movement (IFM). Such a system is not yet widely used in orthopedics. Nevertheless, it could 70 

mechanically stimulate the bone callus and accelerate fracture healing.   71 

In orthopedic surgery, the use of biomaterial meant to bear the mechanical load during the 72 

recovery process is expanding. Many research projects focalize on the improvement of the 73 

osteoconductive and osteoinductive properties of biomaterials and their ability to properly recruit 74 

osteopotent stem cells from bone marrow. For instance, Navarro et al. in 2006 developed a porous 75 

biodegradable material composite made of poly lactic acid (PLA). Its mechanical properties closely 76 

matched those of bone tissue and promote bone tissue formation [Navarro2006]. Harris et al. 2008 77 

studied in vitro cell proliferation and differentiation within this bioactive ceramic [Harris2006]. 78 

Furthermore, biomaterials made of resorbable hydrogels are good candidates for tissue engineering 79 

[Yue2020]. They have properties similar to the native extracellular matrix and thus promote cell 80 

adhesion and proliferation. Hydrogel membranes were developed to perform the function of biological 81 

membranes promoting hemostasis and bone regeneration. These membranes consisted of porcine 82 

collagen, polycaprolactone, or polyethylene glycol [Wang2016]. Hydrogel membranes could be used 83 

to replicate the crucial role of the periosteum in the healing process of large bone defects [Coïc2010; 84 

Oliveira2010; Sheikh2015].   85 

To quantify and predict the influence of mechanical stimulation on bone fracture healing, 86 

numerical approaches were developed. One of the most widely used is that based on 87 

mechanoregulation theory which predicts cell differentiation and tissue formation as a function of the 88 

range of fluid and solid mechanical stimuli [Prendergast1997; Lacroix2002). We used this approach to 89 

model bone tissue formation in a porous biomaterial [Milan2010]. Checa et al. in 2010 also used a 90 

numerical model to study tissue differentiation and repair of a diaphyseal fracture [Checa2010]. On 91 

the same note, Sandino et al. 2010 analyzed the formation of bone within a phosphor-calcium 92 

biomaterial by simulating angiogenesis [Sandino2010]. 93 

In line with previous work, we propose here a in silico model of tibial bone healing. More precisely, 94 

this model applies to a large diaphyseal defect. With the model, we analyzed the benefits of implanting 95 

an osteoconductive biomaterial in conjunction with a mechanically oriented rehabilitation program. 96 

The biomaterial was shaped as a hollow cylinder made of porous PLA wrapped in a hydrogel 97 

membrane. Tissue formation was predicted by the mechanoregulation algorithm. As a result, we 98 

define the optimal mechanical stimulation to promote bone defect healing.  Our results provide 99 
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additional knowledge to optimize therapeutic management in orthopedics and enable faster and more 100 

complete functional recovery. 101 

 102 

2. Methods  103 

Bone formation and tissue differentiation were simulated according to a mechanoregulation 104 

algorithm. The latter is used to predict tissue phenotypes and their mechanical properties depending 105 

on local mechanical stimuli, which resulted from imposed mechanical loading on the tibia. We used a 106 

finite element method to calculate these stimuli. 107 

2.1 Finite element model of damaged tibia  108 

A frozen cadaveric tibia specimen from an 85-year old female was obtained from our Department 109 

of Anatomy at the Aix-Marseille University. The specimen was scanned using a standardized CT scan 110 

protocol led by CERIMED, Marseille, France using Discovery 710 device from GE Medical Systems with 111 

the following acquisition parameters: 120 kV, 400 mA and 0.625-mm-thick slices.  DICOM images were 112 

imported into Mimics software (Materialise®, Leuven, Belgium) to numerically reconstruct the tibia in 113 

3D and create, based on bone mass densities, a finite element model (Figure 1). To reproduce the gap 114 

of a long bone fracture, a diaphyseal bone deficit of 6 cm in length was created in the 3D reconstruction 115 

of the tibial bone. The proximal and distal part of the tibia is composed of 150,000 linear tetrahedra 116 

(type C3D4). The quality of the tibia and biomaterial meshes was validated by Abaqus mesh verification 117 

analysis, keeping the standard threshold values proposed by default and following the 118 

recommendations of Burkhart et al. 2013 [Burkhart2013] (Table 1). 119 

a120 

b  121 

Figure 1: Finite element model of the tibia with a biomaterial colored in red implanted in a large 122 

diaphyseal lesion. Views of the model in the front (a) and the sagittal (b) plane.  123 
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Meshed Part Tibia Biomaterial 

Number of elements  152 076 4 320 
Shape of elements Tetrahedral Hexahedral 
Type  Linear Linear 
Percentage of elements with Min angle on Triangle Faces < 5° 0% 0% 
Average Min face corner angle  28.57° 84.61° 
Worst Min face corner angle  6.61° 82.39° 
Percentage of elements with Max face corner angle < 170° 100% 100% 
Percentage of elements with Max face corner angle < 120° 96.28% 100% 
Average Max face corner angle 98.80° 95.43° 
Worst Max face corner angle 163.33° 97.47° 
Percentage of elements with Aspect ratio < 10 100% 100% 
Average aspect ratio 2.22 1.39 
Worst aspect ratio 7.89 1.85 
Percentage of elements with Shape factor > 0.0001 100% n/a 
Percentage of elements with Shape factor > 3 90.65% n/a 
Average shape factor 0.43 n/a 
Worst shape factor 2.38e-04 n/a 
Percentage of elements with Stable time increment > 0.0001 100% n/a 
Average stable time increment 0.0076 n/a 
Smallest stable time increment 4.61e-04 n/a 
Percentage of elements with Min edge length > 0.01mm 100% 100% 
Average min edge length (mm) 1.44 1.74 
Shortest edge (mm) 0.12 1.18 
Percentage of elements with Max edge length > 1mm 99.67% 100% 
Average max edge length (mm) 2.99 2.37 
Longest edge (mm) 23.47 3.01 
Percentage of elements with Analysis errors 0% 0% 
Percentage of elements with Analysis warnings 1.40 % 0% 

Table 1 - Mesh quality analysis for the tibia and the biomaterial. In red are the checks of mesh quality 124 

following the recommendations of Burkhart et al. 2013 [Burkhart2013].  125 

 126 

Each finite element of the tibial bone was defined as isotropic. However local linear elastic 127 

material properties were based on tomography Hounsfield units (HU).  HU allowed us to derive local 128 

bone mass densities (ρ), which in turn allowed us to calculate the corresponding Young’s moduli (E). 129 

We used 2 different sets of laws dedicated respectively to the tibia, one for the cortical (eq. 1, 130 

[Snyder1991]): 131 

{
𝜌 = 1 ∗ 𝐻𝑈,   𝜌 𝑖𝑛 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3  

𝐸 = 0.06456 ∗  𝜌0.74,   𝐸 𝑖𝑛 𝐺𝑃𝑎
 Eq. 1 132 

the other for the trabeculae [Hobatho1997]: 133 

{
𝜌 = 0.916 ∗ 𝐻𝑈 + 114,   𝜌 𝑖𝑛 𝑘𝑔/𝑚3  

𝐸 = 0.51 ∗ 𝜌1.37,   𝐸 𝑖𝑛 𝐺𝑃𝑎
 Eq. 2 134 

Poisson coefficient of tibia bone materials was set to 0.3. 135 
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To treat the bone gap defect, we considered a composite biomaterial made of a PLA scaffold in 136 

the shaped of a hollow cylinder and a hydrogel membrane wrapped around it. The PLA hollow cylinder 137 

was 60 mm in length with an external diameter of 25mm, a center hole diameter of 15 mm and a 138 

thickness of 5 mm. The PLA hollow cylinder approximated the diaphyseal hollow shape. The finite 139 

element model of the PLA scaffold was made of 6,500 linear C3D8R hexahedra. The hydrogel 140 

membrane was 60 mm in length and 5mm thick and was composed by 36,000 linear C3D8R hexahedra. 141 

We considered that, after implantation, the PLA scaffold and hydrogel membrane became filled 142 

with biological fluids. They were represented by poroelastic materials whose properties are reported 143 

in Table 2.  144 

  PLA scaffold 
Hydrogel 

membrane 

Young's modulus (kPa) 100 1 

Poisson's coefficient 0.3 0.3 

Permeability (m4/Ns) 2 e-7 1 e-10 

Porosity 0.95 0.8 

Solid bulk modulus (MPa) 500 2300 

Fluid bulk modulus (MPa) 2300 2300 

Table 2. Material properties of the PLA scaffold [Navarro2006; Charles-Harris2008] and the 145 

hydrogel membrane [Hwang2010].  146 

 147 

2.2 Loading and boundary conditions 148 

We simulated a rehabilitation program in which the distal part of the tibia is compressed, cyclically 149 

every 1s and during 1-2 hours per day. We express each loading condition by the amplitude of 150 

compressive distal displacement which was applied per second (mm/s) and induced IFM in the 151 

diaphyseal bone defect. We tested 4 compressive rates: 0.3, 0.6, 1.8 and 3 mm/s. Then the 152 

mechanoregulation algorithm predicted the local tissue phenotype that would form within the PLA 153 

scaffold and hydrogel membrane after a 2-month long rehabilitation program. To obtain stable in silico 154 

predictions of tissue phenotypes and to reach convergence, the mechanoregulation algorithm was 155 

performed iteratively for every loading case. The media of the PLA scaffold and the hydrogel 156 

membrane were permeable with zero pressure at their boundaries except on the outer side of the 157 

membrane. A zero-velocity boundary condition was applied to the outer side the hydrogel membrane 158 

to simulate its impermeability that prevents cell invasion by surrounding soft tissue. 159 

 160 
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2.3 Mechanical Regulation Model 161 

The diaphyseal lesion causes an influx of undifferentiated mesenchymal cells that colonize the 162 

porous biomaterial. It is essential that stem cells fully colonize the biomaterial.  Otherwise, 163 

osteosynthesis may be compromised. However, in this study, our intention was only to consider the 164 

influence of mechanical stimulation on bone formation, we therefore assumed that the biomaterials 165 

were completely colonized by stem cells at the beginning of the simulation. Thus, during the simulation 166 

and throughout the porous biomaterial, stem cells were able to differentiate into fibroblasts, 167 

chondrocytes or osteoblasts according to the mechanoregulation algorithm shown in Figure 2. No 168 

other cell differentiation factor was considered. The procedure was iterated several times to achieve, 169 

when possible, convergence of the tissue phenotype due to mechanical stimulation. For each iteration, 170 

the mechanical stimulus S in each element of the PLA scaffold and hydrogel membrane was used to 171 

identify the phenotype of the new tissue and to update the properties of the materials. For each 172 

iteration, finite element analysis was performed under the same boundary and initial conditions via 173 

the Standard Abaqus solver (Dassault Systems Simulia Corporation).  174 

 175 

 176 

Figure 2: Mechanoregulation algorithm. Iterative procedure and diagram of tissue differentiation 177 

following mechanical stimulus thresholds [Prendergast1997; Lacroix2002]. 178 
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The differentiation process was governed by the biophysical stimulus S as a combination of the 179 

shear strain ε in the tissue and the interstitial fluid velocity v (Eq. 3) [Prendergast1997; Lacroix2002], 180 

S = ε / a + ν / b  (Equation 3) 181 

wherein a and b are equal to 3.75% and 3mm.s-1 respectively 182 

As shown in in Table 3, we considered 4 different S thresholds to determine whether if the cells 183 

differentiate into fibroblasts, chondrocytes or osteoblasts, respectively leading to the formation of 184 

fibrous tissue, cartilage tissue or bone tissue. If cells were under stimulated (S <0.01067), the tissue 185 

was replaced by its granular counterpart.  186 

No predetermined pathways led to tissue differentiation from one phenotype to another. The 187 

phenotype of the tissues at the iteration i did not depend on the phenotype at the iteration i-1 but 188 

only on S (i). The tissues were considered as poroelastic materials whose properties are given in Table 189 

3. During the simulation, when tissue either formed inside the scaffold and the membrane, the 190 

corresponding elements were viewed as homogenized composites made of biological tissue and PLA 191 

or hydrogel. Since, the time required to degrade the biomaterial is much longer than the 2-month 192 

duration of the rehabilitation program, we assumed that the implant did not degrade and that its 193 

material properties remained unchanged [Navarro2006].  At the beginning of the simulation, all tissue 194 

contained within the pores of the biomaterial started as granular. We assumed that the mechanical 195 

properties of the liquid phase in the biological material remained unchanged during the simulation. 196 

Tissue differentiation and formation correspond to a gradual process spanning over the 197 

rehabilitation period. However, the computation predicted only the final tissue phenotypes after 2 198 

months of a daily stimulation rehabilitation program. Thus, an iteration of the algorithm did not 199 

correspond to a day of stimulation. Instead, it was a prediction of the final tissue phenotype after 2 200 

months of stimulation based on the last differentiation factor S to be calculated. As a result, an 201 

iteration should be interpreted as an optimization step necessary to converge towards a stable 202 

solution. We consequently ran each simulation with enough iteration to observe convergence. 203 

In this study, we analyzed the effect of dynamic compression cycles, distal displacement being 204 

imposed for a time of 1s with various compressive amplitudes. The overall procedure which included 205 

both mechanical computations and the mechanoregulation algorithm (Figure 2) was iterated 50 times. 206 

If the phenotype remained constant in 95% of biomaterial elements we consequently assumed that 207 

the simulation had converged.  208 

 209 
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Granulation 

tissue 
Mature bone 

Immature 
bone 

Cartilage 
Fibrous 
tissue 

Biophysical stimulus S < 0.01067 
0.01067 < S< 

0.267 
0.267 < S < 1 1 < S < 3 S < 3 

Young's modulus (MPa) 0.2 6000 1000 10 2 

Poisson's coefficient 0,167 0,3 0,3 0,167 0,167 

Permeability (m4/Ns) 1 e-14 3,7 e-13 1 e-13 5 e-15 1 e-14 

Porosity 0,8 0,8 0,8 0,8 0,8 

Solid bulk modulus (MPa) 2300 13920 13920 3400 2300 

Fluid bulk modulus (MPa) 2300 2300 2300 2300 2300 

Table 3. Poroelastic properties of the specific tissue phenotypes promoted by biophysical stimuli, S 210 

[Lacroix2002; Checa2010] 211 

 212 

3. Results 213 

The 3D finite element model of tibial bone with a diaphyseal bone deficit of 6 cm in length was 214 

obtained by image segmentation and the isotropic linear elastic material properties were assigned 215 

depending on local HU values (Figure 3).  216 

 217 

Figure 3: Distribution of material properties expressed in terms of Young’s modulus, E (MPa) in the 218 

finite element model of the tibia with the biomaterial implanted in the diaphyseal defect.  219 

 220 

After 50 optimization iterations, of the mechanoregulation algorithm, tissue had formed and 221 

differentiated within the implanted PLA scaffold and the hydrogel membrane (Figure 4). Results show 222 

that the final tissue phenotypes highly depend on the compressive rate applied on the tibial bone. In 223 
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the loading cases of 0.5mm/s and above, the distributions of tissue phenotypes are heterogenous in 224 

the diaphyseal direction. The distributions of tissue phenotype are quite homogeneous in the radial 225 

direction without any great variation between PLA scaffold and hydrogel membrane.  226 

Figure 5 shows the proportions of final tissue phenotypes within the biomaterial.  The results 227 

indicate an optimal stimulation scenario promoting the regeneration of mature bone tissue within the 228 

composite biomaterial. The loading condition of 0.1mm/s allowed up to 97% regeneration in mature 229 

bone. For lower rates of compression, cell apoptosis and tissue resorption were predicted due to 230 

insufficient mechanical stimulation. For higher compressive amplitudes, stable differentiation into 231 

mature bone tissue was not guaranteed, instead the model predicted the formation of cartilage and 232 

fibrous tissue. The increase in distal displacement, and consequently in IFM, induces large formation 233 

of cartilage up to 60% (Figure 5). At this point, by reducing distal displacement to 0.1 mm/s in the 234 

following loading cycles, we observed that the large amounts of cartilage then differentiated into 235 

mature bone, giving the same distribution of mature bone as that produced by imposing 0.1mm/s from 236 

start to finish. 237 

Figure 6 shows the evolution of the proportion of mature bone for all loading cases during the 238 

iterative simulations. Figure 7 shows the evolution of the proportion of all tissue phenotypes during 239 

the optimal loading scenario of 0.1mm/s. In this scenario, maximal and stable formation of mature 240 

bone was predicted since the first iteration. 241 

 242 

 243 
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 244 

Figure 4: Distribution of 245 

tissue phenotypes formed 246 

within the PLA scaffold and 247 

the hydrogel membrane at 248 

the end of the simulation 249 

based on the loading 250 

scenario. For every loading 251 

case, the tibial bone and 252 

biomaterial are showed in 253 

the sagittal plane both in 254 

side-view and cut-view. Red 255 

box indicates the optimal 256 

condition of loading leading 257 

to mature bone 258 

differentiation. 259 

 260 

 261 

 262 

 263 

 264 

 265 

 266 

 267 

 268 

 269 

 270 

 271 

 272 
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 273 

Figure 5: Final percentage of each type of tissue formed in the PLA scaffold and hydrogel membrane 274 

based on mechanical loading conditions. 275 

 276 

Figure 6: Percentage of mature bone formed in the PLA scaffold and hydrogel membrane depending 277 

on the iteration of tissue differentiation simulation for all loading cases. 278 
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 280 

Figure 7: Percentage of tissues formed in PLA scaffold and hydrogel membrane depending on the 281 

iteration of tissue differentiation simulation for the loading case of 0.1 mm/s. 282 

 283 

 284 

4. Discussion  285 

The objective of this study is to find the appropriate mechanical loading to promote bone healing 286 

of large tibial diaphyseal defect filled by a porous biomaterial. The biomaterial acting as a scaffold for 287 

tissue growth, we used the model of mechanoregulation to predict the effect of mechanical 288 

stimulation on the phenotype of the tissue that could form within the biomaterial. 289 

4.1 Biomaterial design  290 

The biomaterial was a hollow cylinder composed of a PLA scaffold wrapped with a hydrogel 291 

membrane. The hollow design is inspired by the geometry of the diaphysis. The hollow design allows 292 

for internal blood flow, bone marrow penetration and internal stem cell colonization. On the other 293 

hand, the hydrogel membrane that surrounds it, promotes the regeneration of the periosteum 294 

providing local vascularization and recruitment of stem cells, which are essential for bone healing. The 295 

semi-permeable hydrogel membrane protects the bone defect from invasion by peripheral soft tissue. 296 

Casanova et al. 2010 have shown, in vivo, that the periosteum alone can regenerate a large bone 297 

volume. In the case of a major trauma, it is therefore necessary to find a biomaterial that serves as an 298 
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envelope and allows the regeneration of the periosteum. The hollow cylinder made of PLA foam acts 299 

as a scaffold and the collagen membrane will allow regeneration of the periosteum.  300 

4.2 Mechanoregulation model prediction   301 

To stimulate bone healing mechanically, it is necessary to precisely know the required mechanical 302 

conditions for bone regeneration. This consequently involves stem cells differentiating into active 303 

osteoblasts. The numerical model of mechanoregulation developed by Prendergast and Lacroix 304 

simulates the mechanobiological effect on bone regeneration and is able to identify the optimal 305 

loading scenario [Prendergast1997; Lacroix2002].  306 

The model of mechanoregulation was validated on several clinical applications such as fracture 307 

repair, mandibular bone distraction and several in vitro experiments of bone formation in porous 308 

biomaterials [Isaksson2006; Boccaccio2008; Checa2010; Milan2010; Sandino2010]. We therefore used 309 

this model to determine the influence of mechanical stimulation on bone regeneration in a large 310 

diaphyseal defect. 311 

After the first optimization step of the mechanoregulation algorithm, we may already have some 312 

indication of the expected outcome. However, in some instances the proportion attributed to each 313 

tissue phenotype fluctuates slightly between iterations.  314 

The relevance of the prediction of the mechanoregulation algorithm relies primarily on the 315 

stability of local tissue phenotypes. This stability results from the fact that the local solid strain and 316 

fluid flow are within the stimuli domain that would lead to the same tissue phenotype.  317 

This stability is not always achieved. Tissue differentiation is the result of a specific biophysical 318 

stimulus S value, calculated at one iteration based on local strain and fluid flow. As a consequence, 319 

tissue differentiation results due to the changes in local stiffness, porosity and permeability, which in 320 

turn, may profoundly modify the value of biophysical stimulus S that will be calculated in the next 321 

iteration. One of the challenges of this study is be to find a solution that maintains the already formed 322 

mature bone, between iterations and also differentiates immature bone, cartilage and fibrous tissue 323 

into mature bone. Compared with the other scenarios, the 0.1 mm/s scenario led to a rapid 324 

convergence and a very stable mature bone distribution. Moreover, if we assume that convergence 325 

was achieved when less than 5% of the regenerated tissue volume experienced phenotype 326 

fluctuations, regardless of the predicted dominant phenotype, our results indicate that stability was 327 

achieved for all mechanical stimulation scenarios.  328 

4.3 Imposing force or displacement on bone fracture callus?  329 
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Mechanical stimulation of the bone should be included in the early phases of the healing process. 330 

In the case of the tibia this may be achieved by walking with crutches. Early weight-bearing is limited 331 

by the fixation device which provides most of the support, leaving a limited part of the load to be 332 

transmitted through the bone callus. Considering large long diaphyseal defects, the implantation of a 333 

scaffold and the application of mechanical loading allow bone tissue formation as observed in vivo in 334 

sheep by Pobloth et al. 2018 [Pobloth2018]. Diaphyseal defect was stabilized by a locking compressive 335 

plate. The mechanical stimulation was introduced by allowing the sheep to walk, the load applied to 336 

the scaffold being a portion of body weight. By implementing a mechanoregulation model, Perier-Metz 337 

et al. 2020 reproduced in silico the experimental conditions of Pobloth et al. 2018 and simulated the 338 

same results of bone healing [Perier-Metz2020]. Bone healing was the result of the mechanical loading 339 

of the tissue that grew within scaffold pores. Mechanical stimulus depended on the level of 340 

stabilization of locking plate and on the mechanical properties of the scaffold. However, it is hard to 341 

predict the mechanical environment of the growing tissue and the studies did not report the 342 

deformation and displacement that were generated globally and locally. 343 

Most studies that analyzed mechanical stimulation of long bone healing did so through early 344 

loading, imposing a near-constant level of force on the fracture callus. In our opinion, this is where the 345 

problem lies. In fact, the growing tissue has mechanical properties that gradually evolve first from a 346 

very soft, non-differentiated and non-mineralized granulation tissue to a very rigid and mineralized 347 

mature bone. The tissue formed after a few days may be not able to withstand the same mechanical 348 

loading as a tissue that had 2 weeks to form without excessive deformation. Of course, mineralized 349 

mature bone does not appear immediately. It is the result of successive differentiations involving, in 350 

particular, the transformation of granulation tissue into a cartilaginous callus, which gradually calcifies. 351 

During the regeneration, the progressive stiffening of the callus induces a necessary decrease in strain 352 

amplitudes that in turn stimulate bone matrix synthesis. At first, early weight-bearing can lead to high 353 

strains stimulating the differentiation of stem cells into chondrocytes. Chondrocytes will synthesize 354 

cartilage, stiffer, capable of supporting the applied load and drastically reducing the strain level, thus 355 

promoting bone differentiation. However, producing local strain by imposing global force is very risky 356 

and can impair bone healing if local strain becomes too high. Since the level of local strain is what 357 

matters at the cellular level, it would be better to control the local and global strains rather than 358 

impose a global force. From our point of view, the complete and viable healing of a fracture or a bone 359 

defect requires strain stimulation. This is exactly what we propose in our study. We propose to impose 360 

limited distal displacements to better control local deformations. We believe that this approach may 361 

be more promising than the current force-dependent standard achieved by applying a fraction of the 362 
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patient's weight. Producing local strain by distal displacement is simple to monitor and is closer to what 363 

is needed to stimulate cells within growing tissue.     364 

4.4 Level of interfragmentary strains 365 

Perren postulated in 2015 that for interfragmentary strains that exceed 2%, fibrocartilage or 366 

granulation tissue can form but no direct bone formation can occur [Perren2015]. On the contrary, 367 

Claes et al. in 1997 observed in an in vivo sheep model that larger interfragmentary strains at the very 368 

beginning shortened healing time of long hind leg bones fractures [Claes1997]. They showed that an 369 

initial interfragmentary strain of up to 30% still allowed bone fractures to heal. For large gaps, fast 370 

bone healing occurred with lower strain (7%). In 1997, Gardner et al. reported that the same positive 371 

influence of early high interfragmentary strains can occur in patients during early weight bearing. 372 

These results were obtained via instrumented external fixator on patients with tibial shaft fractures 373 

[Gardner1997]. In the very early healing phase, interfragmentary strains, ranging between 30% and 374 

100%, produced some stimulatory effects and did not obstruct the repair process. In 2017, 375 

Bartnikowski et al. observed faster bone healing under evolutive interfragmentary strains. Using a 376 

fixator with an adjustable stiffness, they introduced large deformations at the very beginning, then 377 

gradually reduced them as ossification occurred [Bartnikowski2017].  378 

In a patient-specific case, Wehner et al. 2010 demonstrated bone healing of a large tibial fracture, 379 

approximately 2.5 times the diaphyseal diameter, using a flexible fixator and early loading 380 

[Wehner2010]. Experimentally, bone fracture healed and initial maximum IFM was 1.5mm. By using a 381 

mechanobiological model, the authors predicted faster bone healing with an optimal IFM of 0.5mm. 382 

In accordance with the studies cites above, our present findings reiterate on the importance of 383 

the IFM. In our study, we found that, during the healing period, a distal displacement of 0.1 mm per 1s 384 

cycles led to complete and mature ossification of the diaphyseal defect. At the very beginning of the 385 

simulation, the biomaterial was very soft and the IFM was equal to 0.1mm per cycles with 386 

interfragmentary strain of 0.17%.  387 

This level of stimulation is consistent with one we identified in a previous in silico study based on 388 

exactly the same mechanoregulation algorithm. At the time, we obtained mature bone formation 389 

within cylindrical PLA scaffold (height 10mm, diameter 6mm; porosity 95%; pore size ~100-500µm) 390 

under 0.5%-1% of compression applied in cycles of 2s [Milan2010]. This level of stimulation is 391 

consistent with the results we obtained via our previous in silico studies based on the same 392 

mechanoregulation algorithm. Zhao et al. 2018 reported that a strain of 0.5% induced bone formation 393 

within a soft porous scaffold (pore size 300μm; porosity 70%) made of hydrogel (E= 2.3GPa) 394 

[Zhao2018]. 395 
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The literature indicates that large IFMs at the very beginning followed by a significant IFM 396 

reduction accelerate bone healing. In our present study, low IFMs ensure mature bone formation at 397 

the end, while higher IFM induces substantial cartilage formation, which can reach up to 60% of the 398 

overall tissue volume (Fig 4 & 5). We observed that the large amounts of cartilage that were produced 399 

by high IFM, then differentiated into mature bone if IFM was drastically reduced. The final distribution 400 

of mature bone was the same as that produced by a low IFM imposed from start to finish. Our results 401 

suggest that the positive consequence of a large early IFM is to promote the prior formation of cartilage 402 

as a transition tissue to mature bone, eventually accelerating bone healing. 403 

4.5 Isotropic linear elastic material properties of the tibia bone 404 

We developed a finite element model of the tibia. Local Young's modulus values were based on 405 

the mineral density values acquired by a tibia tomography. This led to a heterogeneous model that 406 

represented the local material properties throughout the whole tibia bone, this method was 407 

consequently more accurate than in a homogeneous model [Taddei2006]. We also considered the 408 

common assumption of representing bone tissue as an isotropic elastic material. However, the 409 

material properties of long bones have been characterized as anisotropic, while the cortical is 410 

considered transversely isotropic. Anisotropic power-law relationships have been identified to 411 

determine the component of Young's modulus in the axial and transverse directions, based on bone 412 

density [Wirtz2000, Taylor2002].  413 

Some studies compared isotropic and anisotropic models of femur based on Hounsfield unit 414 

values and power law [Peng2006, Yang2010, Ün2016, Hamandi2022]. Peng et al. 2006 reported that 415 

isotropic and anisotropic femur models give very similar results in loading conditions simulating 416 

standing. Stress and nodal displacement differ by only 0.6% and 1.2% respectively. Hamandi et al. 2022 417 

simulated gait loading on femur models and showed that the average and maximum stresses were 418 

only 1.80% and 3.9% higher, respectively, in the model with elastic properties compared with the 419 

anisotropic model [Hamandi2022]. By extrapolating these results to the tibia we can safely assume 420 

that an isotropic model is accurate enough. Ün et al. in 2016 showed that under axial compression, 421 

anisotropic and isotropic material models of tibia produced very similar von Mises stress distribution 422 

of over the length of the tibia [Ün2016]. Since material properties variations have a stronger effect on 423 

strain than on stress, Ün et al. noted that, under pure compression, the isotropic model overestimated 424 

the maximum von Mises strain in the middle of the diaphysis by 10% compared to the anisotropic 425 

model. However, the authors did not give the error on the axial diaphyseal strain which should be less 426 

than 10% and which is the one that impacts the biomaterial in our study. The authors concluded that 427 
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anisotropic properties should be preferred for studies focusing on local bone strength or damage 428 

accumulation.   429 

Considering the anisotropy in tibia bone requires defining the orientation of major anisotropy 430 

axes, which is not necessarily the same throughout the tibia. For example, the trabecular bone in the 431 

epiphysis may have different anisotropy axis than the diaphyseal cortical bone. This highlights the 432 

difficulty of accurately defining the major anisotropy axes in trabecular bone. Ün et al. pointed out that 433 

the literature still lacks a realistic mechanical analysis of bone that correctly accounts for its anisotropy 434 

and heterogeneity. At this time, there is still no consensus on the choice of anisotropic power-law that 435 

could finally propose significantly superior anisotropic model than the isotropic approach [Ün2016]. 436 

Recently, anisotropic power laws were identified for trabecular bone of the proximal tibia by Munford 437 

et al. in 2020 [Munford2020]. In the future, we expect that reliable standard methods fully characterize 438 

bone anisotropy as a function of density. Numerical models of bone based on tomography and 439 

segmentation will be able to provide more accurate simulations of the mechanical behavior of bone. 440 

In our study, we did not focus on local bone strength or damage accumulation. Instead, we only 441 

on force transmission from the proximal and distal parts of the tibia on the biomaterial implanted in 442 

the bone defect. Moreover, we only considered axial compression of the tibia and were only interested 443 

in loading a diaphyseal biomaterial. The axial components of stress and strains in the diaphyseal 444 

biomaterial are the same whether the material assignment is isotropic or anisotropic, with the Young's 445 

modulus values in the longitudinal direction being the same in both formulations. We therefore 446 

considered that the isotropic elastic model used in this study was simpler and more appropriate choice, 447 

compared to a more complex anisotropic model, whose axes of anisotropic could not be defined 448 

rigorously.  449 

4.6 Accuracy of finite element model mesh 450 

The quality of the tibia and biomaterial meshes was validated by an Abaqus mesh verification 451 

analysis keeping the standard threshold values proposed by default (Table 1). The mesh of the 452 

biomaterial is fully structured and homogeneous; it does not contain any defect. The mesh of the tibia 453 

is homogeneous on the surface but heterogeneous within. We have also checked mesh analysis with 454 

strict threshold values that should be used in a biomechanical finite element calculation as recommend 455 

by Burkhart et al. in 2013 [Burkhart2013]. According to the latter criteria, the mesh of the tibia is 91% 456 

accurate (Table 1), which is a very acceptable level following recommendation from Burkart et al. 2013. 457 

4.7 Limits of the study  458 
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As limits of our study, we can argue that the tibia specimen we modelled is from elderly individual 459 

and may be significantly weaker in terms of mechanical properties and biological activity than the bone 460 

of younger individual who could to benefit from the implantation of a biomaterial. 461 

We should add that our study only addressed the influence of mechanical loading on tissue 462 

differentiation in the diaphyseal defect based on Prendergast’s model of mechanoregulation. The 463 

tissue differentiation results we obtained within the porous biomaterial are based on its complete 464 

colonization by cells from the very start of the simulation. We did not consider the process of cell 465 

invasion, neither due to cell migration nor proliferation. This prevents us from discussing the influence 466 

of this process which is often a problem in tissue engineering, as cells often remain at the periphery of 467 

the scaffold. Although our scaffold is shaped as a porous and hollow tube to promote cell invasion both 468 

from the internal and external boundaries, it is still possible that in reality less tissue is formed with in 469 

the thickness of the scaffold due to limited cell colonization. 470 

4.8 Application of in silico results to dynamic fixators  471 

The literature clearly establishes that the correction of a large diaphyseal bone defect in long bone 472 

depends primarily on its stabilization [Perren1977]. However, clinical and pre-clinical studies based on 473 

flexible fixators showed that limited inter-fragmental strains may accelerate bone healing [Augat2021]. 474 

Dynamic orthopedic systems with controlled flexibility have been developed to allow limited 475 

mechanical strain on the healing zone. These innovative systems are dynamic external fixators 476 

[Borgiani2019] or dynamic intramedullary nails [Dailey2021].  Plates locked with distal cortical screws 477 

or dynamic screws can also be a dynamic osteosynthesis device [Richter 2015, Bottlang2010, 478 

Boerckel2012]. Such dynamic devices could be used to treat the study case we considered, a 60-mm-479 

wide diaphyseal bone defect filled with a porous biomaterial. In this case, the dynamic device loading 480 

should target the 0.1 mm level of distal displacement that we identified in silico as the best mechanical 481 

stimulation that led to mature bone formation. 482 

5. Conclusion 483 

  By implementing Prendergast’s and Lacroix’s mechano-regulation model in a large defect in 484 

diaphyseal bone of the tibia, we identified the best mechanical stimuli for optimal bone healing. We 485 

considered that the bone defect was filled by a hollow porous PLA scaffold wrapped by a hydrogel 486 

membrane mimicking the periosteum. The results of our simulations verify our initial hypothesis. The 487 

mechanical quality of the bone tissue formed depends on local mechanical stresses. This in silico 488 

modeling approach allowed us to compare different mechanical load conditions based on the imposed 489 

relative displacement of both bone extremities. We, therefore, selected the solution that favored the 490 

formation mature bone. Ultimately, the strategy to be adopted and the clinical response must involve 491 
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the clinicians, the rehabilitation workers and the experts in biomechanics to optimize and integrate 492 

patient-dependent specificities. This study, thus offers a new perspective and could be part of an 493 

overall approach to better promote bone repair and faster recovery. 494 
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